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HOW TO CHARGE

1 - Release the grips by pressing the grip release button on the 
     rear of the holder and unfold the foot stand.
2 - Find the coil center of the phone (Image 1) and align it to 
     the wireless coil center of the sliding pad.
     The markings are a guide to easily find the sliding position 
     every time for an optimal charging experience .
     Generally most phones have the center of the coil on the 
     center of the phone  as per image 1.
     

     The wireless coil center is the circle on the pad shown in 
     image 2.

Center of Coil

Wireless Coil

Image 1

Coil Center

Alignment Guide

Image 2

23mm
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CAUTION

3 - Be sure to mount phone on the sliding pad with no gap.
     The gap between the phone and sliding pad should be no 
     more than 4mm including phone case.  Refer to image 3.

1 - Wireless chargeable area is approximately within 4mm 
     from center of  the coil. LED indicator will blink in the case 
     of misalignment of both contact points.
2 - In the case of the phone being unable to align with the 
     contact point of the sliding pad, fold the foot stands and 
     mount the phone with only grips as shown in image 4.

Image 3

4 mm
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LED INDICATOR

3 - Connect the holder and the car charger with provided 
      USB cable as shown in image 5. 

4 - Check the phone and LED indicator on the holder to make
      sure phone is charging correctly.

The recommended capacity of a charger is more 
than 1.5A.

Image 4 Image 5

Fully Charged

Wireless Charging Error

White and Red LED Blinking
Over and Low Voltage
Over and Low Currency
Over Heat
Foreign Object Detection
Over Distance

Power On White LED
(Turns o� after 3sec)

Wireless Charging Red LED

LED changes from Red to White
(Only Samsung Galaxy)
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1 - Select a location to install the holder and clean the area 
     where suction base will be placed.
2 - Unlock the suction lever.
3 - Peel out the gel pad protection clear sheet. 
     Refer to image 6.

Image 6

CHARGER SPECIFICATIONS

SUCTION BASE INSTALLATION

87 - 205 KHz(Qi Standard 1.2.4)Frequency

Max Current

Input Voltage 

Input Connector Type

1.5A

Micro USB

5W

4.75 - 5.25 V

Power Provided

Over and Low Voltage

Protection

Workable Temperature

Over and Low Currency

Over Heat

Foreign Object Detection

Over Distance

-10~28℃

Suction Base

Sticky Gel Pad

Protection Clear Sheet
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HOW TO USE

4 - Press the suction plate firmly against attaching  position 
      and press the lever to lock.
5 - Check the strength of the suction.
6 - To adjust angle to either high or low angle, refer to image 7.

1 - The optional use of the included suction plate is for 
     unsmooth surfaces to be used in conjunction with sticky 
     gel suction base.
2 - Clean area where suction plate is to be placed.
3 - Peel o� the protection sheet from the 3M suction plate and 
     fix to chosen area. (Then follow steps 2-5 of the above 
     suction base installation by placing the sticky gel suction 
     base on to the suction plate).

Image 7

Nomal Angle

Low Angle

suction plate
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CAUTION

MAINTENANCE OF GEL PAD

1 - It is advised wireless charging be done in cooler 
     environments.
     In a hot environment, the charging speed will decrease or 
     charging will stop automatically with overheat protection.
     Recommeded charging environment from 5°- 25℃.
2 - The phone will not charge normally with a phone case 
     thicker than 2mm. 
3 - It is normal for the phone to get hotter whilst wireless 
      charging compared to cable charging. 
4 - Wireless pad must not come into contact with metal,
      magnetic or hot objects.
5 - Periodically check the strength of the suction base.
6 - Do not install the holder where it will obstruct the driving 
      view. 
7 - Do not operate phone and holder while driving.

The sticky gel pad can be cleaned with water to maintain stickiness.
After washing, please check the stickiness has recovered after
a short period of time.


